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Lesotho Index

1989

this much awaited volume uncovers the long lost pages of the major african multilingual newspaper abantu batho founded in 1912 by
african national congress anc convenor pixley seme with assistance from the swazi queen it was published up until 1931 attracting the
cream of african politicians journalists and poets mqhayi nontsisi mgqweth and grendon in its pages burning issues of the day were
articulated alongside cultural by ways the people s paper comprising both essays and an anthology explores the complex movements
and individuals that emerged in the almost twenty years of its publication the essays contribute rich new material to provide clearer
insights into south african politics and intellectual life the anthology unveils a judicious selection of never before published columns
from the paper spanning every year of its life and drawn from repositories on three continents abantu batho had a regional and
international focus and by examining all these dynamics across boundaries and disciplines the people s paper transcends established
historiographical frontiers to fill a lacuna that scholars have long lamented

The People’s Paper

2012-09-01

this poverty reduction strategy paper for the kingdom of lesotho presents a determined plan in pursuance of high and sustainable equity
based economic growth it contains medium term objectives and strategies to address the major challenges facing the country these
challenges include employment creation and income generation and improving quality of and access to education and health services
lesotho plans to deal boldly with its trading and investment partners by exploiting the opportunities inherent in the process of
globalization under such mechanisms as the africa growth and opportunities act

Sesotho Language

2006

extending the tradition of this series which has become a standard reference work in language acquisition this volume contains chapters
on seven more languages including a section on ergative languages languages in this volume include georgian greenlandic k iche mayan
warlpiri mandarin scandinavian and sesotho

Kingdom of Lesotho

2006-04-27

even in its heyday european rule of africa had limits whether through complacency or denial many colonial officials ignored the signs of
african dissent displays of opposition by africans too indirect to counter or quash percolated throughout the colonial era and kept
alive a spirit of sovereignty that would find full expression only decades later in power in colonial africa conflict and discourse in
lesotho 1870 1960 elizabeth a eldredge analyzes a panoply of archival and oral resources visual signs and symbols and public and
private actions to show how power may be exercised not only by rulers but also by the ruled the basotho best known for their
consolidation of a kingdom from the 1820s to 1850s through primarily peaceful means and for bringing colonial forces to a standstill
in the gun war of 1880 1881 struggled to maintain sovereignty over their internal affairs during their years under the colonial rule of
the cape colony now part of south africa and britain from 1868 to 1966 eldredge explores instances of basotho resistance resilience
and resourcefulness in forms of expression both verbal and non verbal skillfully navigating episodes of conflict the basotho matched
wits with the british in diplomatic brinksmanship negotiation compromise circumvention and persuasion revealing the capacity of a
subordinate population to influence the course of events as it selectively absorbs employs and subverts elements of the colonial
culture a refreshing readable and lucid account of one in an array of compositions of power during colonialism in southern africa david
gordon journal of african history elegantly written sean redding sub saharan africa eldredge writes clearly and attractively and her
studies of the war between lerotholi and masupha and of the conflicts over the succession to the paramountcy are essential reading
for anyone who wants to understand those crises peter sanders journal of southern african studies

The Crosslinguistic Study of Language Acquisition

2022-03-01

in 2023 reuel khoza unsealed a letter to the future which he had written in 1999 when he was chair of eskom at the time recognised as
the best power utility in the world it was an optimistic letter expressing hopes that have since been dashed by corruption and
maladministration by a failure of ethical leadership khoza has written about leadership before considering the importance of intelligence
emotional intelligence and social awareness now he broadens his focus to explore the role of spirituality a faith quotient in
transformational leadership the spirit of leadership is about faith in humanity and above all faith in god it is about being an african and
a christian and a strong believer in the virtues of ubuntu africa s philosophy of humanness it is about ancestral wisdom and modern
leadership it is about progress through ethical behaviour and good governance in business finally it is about innovations of the spirit
that are needed to save south africa and indeed the world from a spiral of despair this is a vital and timely book for a country that
needs to rediscover its moral compass

Bua Sesotho

2004
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Power in Colonial Africa

2007-11-20

for the thirty third consecutive year the annual conference on african linguistics acal has provided the major forum for the discussion
of linguistic data geared towards understanding how african languages are constituted acquired and used this volume represents a
selection of 25 peer reviewed papers from the 33rd awal held in march 2002 at ohio university in athens the papers cover language
acquisition syntax phonetics phonology morphology historical linguistics as well as language use and function in africa

The Spirit of Leadership

2024-05-21

this handbook brings together an international team of scholars from different disciplines to reflect on african popular cultural
imaginaries these imaginaries in the sense of cultural productions contexts consumers producers platforms and the material affective
and discursive resources they circulate are influential in shaping african realities collectively the chapters assembled in this handbook
index the genres methods mediums questions and encounters that preoccupy producers consumers and scholars of african popular
cultural forms across a range of geohistorical and temporal contexts drawing on forms such as newspaper columns televised english
premier league football speculative arts romance fiction comedy cinema music and digital genres the contributors explore the
possibilities and ambiguities unleashed by the production circulation consumption remediation and critique of these forms among the
questions explored across these essays are the freedoms and constraints of popular genres the forms of self making pleasure and harm
that these imaginaries enable the negotiations of multiple moral regimes in everyday life and inevitably the fecund terrain of
contradictions definitive of many popular forms which variously enable and undermine world making an authoritative scholarly
resource on popular culture in africa this handbook is an essential read for students and scholars of african culture society and media

��������

2005-07

this groundbreaking collection re orders the elitist and colonial elements of language studies by drawing together the multiple
perspectives of black language researchers

The Linguistic Typology and Representation of African Languages

2003

after forty years in academia p s groenwald leaves a rich heritage which is measured not only in terms of his impressive list of
publications but also in terms of those for whom he was the academic mentor his versatility as academic is reflected in the variety of
specialist fields in which his former students find themselves experts in literature and linguistics lexicographers and translators all
found their niches under his tutelage in appreciation of the enormous contribution that he made towards their careers and academic
schooling former students and colleagues have decided to honour him with this festschrift

Journal of African Languages and Linguistics

1995

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th international workshop on the finite state methods and natural language
processing fsmnlp 2009 the workshop was held at the university of pretoria south africa on july 2009 in total 21 papers were
submitted and of those papers 13 were accepted as regular papers and a further 6 as extended abstracts the papers are devoted to
computational morphology natural language processing finite state methods automata and related formal language theory

Routledge Handbook of African Popular Culture

2022-05-15

this work examines both historical and comparative evidence in documenting the sweep of diachronic change in the context of serial verb
constructions using a wide range of data from languages of west africa asia and the caribbean it demonstrates how shifts in meaning
and usage result in syntactic morphological and lexical change the process by which verbs lose lexical semantic content and develop
case marking functions is described it is argued that the change is directional from verb to preposition or postposition to affix along a
grammaticalization continuum this same grammaticalization process is shown to result in the development of complementizers adverbial
subordinators conjunctions adverbs and auxiliaries from verbs strong parallels across languages are found in the meanings of the verbs
that become defective and in the functions they come to mark the changes are documented in detail with examples from a number of
languages illustrating the effect of the changes on typology and word order implications for the encoding of definiteness and aspect
and the relevance of notions such as discourse topic foreground and transitivity with respect to theoretical assumptions and
terminology the author has taken a relatively nonpartisan approach and the discussion is accessible to students of language as well
as of interest to theoreticians
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Black Linguistics

2005-08-19

knowledge remains timely in education the need for academics to contemplate its relevance worth use and everything in between deems a
continuous intellectual project rather than a conundrum to be solved this book takes the south african context by the horns as it
challenges the often dormant and traditionalist ways in which higher education spaces see knowledge through original research and the
voices of academics and students this book argues for repurposing knowledge generation knowledge sharing and critical pedagogy so
that more inclusive teaching and learning environments can be both imagined and sustained the contentious tensionalities that this
creates for lolt and sotl in particular are unlocked so as to trouble the south african higher education landscape with the intent to
proffer alternative pathways for a knowledge beyond colour lines prof shan simmonds phd nwu this edited volume bristles with fresh
scholarly approaches and insights of an emergent generation of engaged scholars grappling with the issues and problems of higher
education in south africa the issues dealt with here are varied and encompassing they are treated with intellectual delicacy and probing
sensitivity articulacy informed data and bold conclusions they serve well prof kwesi kwaa prah emeritus professor of sociology
university of the western cape founder of the centre for advanced studies of african society

Rabadia Ratshatsha

2007-11-01

much of the work currently conducted within the framework of universal grammar and language learnability focuses on the acquisition
of syntax however the learnability issues are just as applicable to the domain of phonology this volume is the first to gather research
that assumes a sophisticated phonological framework and considers the implications of this framework for language acquisition both
first and second as such this book truly deals with phonological acquisition rather than phonetic acquisition

Lesotho's Land Tenure

1980

with the accelerating movement of individuals and families across national borders the intersections of cultural and legal frameworks
have become increasingly complex the multi cultural family collects essays from around the world on the challenges of legal pluralism
minority religious communities and customary or indigenous law with attention paid to marriage and divorce as well as child custody
and adoption family violence and dispute resolution

Finite-State Methods and Natural Language Processing

2010-07-24

this book explores the time that we think we experience and the concept of time in our beliefs our knowledge and our fears we believe that
time passes we know that death is inevitable we fear that we are going to be late how do these human feelings and sensations of time
relate to metaphysical time of tenseless reality what do different languages tell us about the nature of human time and what exactly
is the flow of time the chapters in this volume bring together insights from linguists and philosophers to examine questions about time on
the micro level of physical reality as well as time in language and discourse on the macro level of social reality the unifying theme is
that in order to understand human time we have to discover not only how we think and speak about time but also what it is that makes
us think and speak about it in a certain way

Country Reports on Human Rights Practices

1980

south africa s transformation to democracy has highlighted the need for reliable socio economic information and analysis to inform the
process of meeting our numerous and complex development challenges

Historical Change in Serial Verb Constructions

1993-01-01

until recently our understanding of southern african society was impoverished by the lack of attention paid to the key part played by
women in the unfolding of its history the author shows how fundamental gender has been in shaping the experience of women in southern
africa but emphasises that gender cannot be studied in isolation from race or class north america indiana u press

Knowledge Beyond Colour Lines

2021-05-25

on understanding grammar covers the interdependencies among the various aspects of linguistics and the human language this eight
chapter text considers some pertinent topics in linguistics such as discourse pragmatics diachronic syntax topology creology method
and ontology chapter 1 describes the notions of fact theory and explanation particularly about how these notions manifest
themselves in actual practice chapter 2 redefines syntax in terms of communicative function and discourse pragmatics and about the
relation between the function of grammatical devices and their formal properties chapter 3 deals with discourse pragmatics and how it
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transcends the narrow bounds of deductive logic as well as the function and ontology of negation in language and how those relate
to the fundamental information theoretic principle of figure versus ground chapter 4 explores the two major aspects of case systems
namely the semantic role and pragmatic function and how the two interact in determining the typological characteristics of grammars
chapter 5 examines the relation between discourse and syntax based on diachronic ontogenetic phylogenetic viewpoints chapter 6
tackles the relation between synchronic grammar and diachronic change while chapter 7 describes the relationship between human
language and its phylogenetic evolution chapter 8 is about language and ontology as well as the relation between cognition and the
universe this book will prove useful to linguistics and language researchers

Phonological Acquisition and Phonological Theory

2014-03-05

this book discusses salient moments of multilingual encounters and brings together contributions focused on the interplay between
language use by individuals and societies and language related inequalities or opportunities for speakers the chapters demonstrate how
biographical and speaker centred approaches can contribute to an understanding of linguistic diversity how researchers can empirically
account for lived experiences of languages and how such accounts are embedded in a larger discussion on social in equality together
the chapters make a powerful case for the importance of speaker centred methodologies in multilingual and multilingualism research the
book is a rich source of theoretical and methodological reflections and will thus be a valuable resource for both experienced
researchers and students beginning to explore biographical research methods

The Multi-Cultural Family

2017-03-02

the enormous success of writers such as teju cole and chimamanda ngozi adichie demonstrates that african literatures are now an
international phenomenon but the apparent global legibility of a small number of mostly anglophone writers in the diaspora raises the
question of how literary producers from the continent both past and present have situated their work in relation to the world and the
kinds of material networks to which this corresponds this collection shows how literatures from across the african continent engage
with conceptualizations of the world in relation to local social and political issues focusing on a wide variety of geographic
historical and linguistic contexts the essays in this volume seek answers to the following questions what are the topographies of the
world in different literary texts and traditions what are that world s limits boundaries and possibilities how do literary modes and
forms such as realism narrative poetry or the political essay affect the presentation of worldliness what are the material networks
of circulation that allow african literatures to become world literature african literatures it emerges do important theoretical
work that speaks to the very core of world literary studies today

Understanding Human Time

2023-05-18

for more than a century skin lighteners have been a ubiquitous feature of global popular culture embraced by consumers even as they
were fiercely opposed by medical professionals consumer health advocates and antiracist thinkers and activists in beneath the surface
lynn m thomas constructs a transnational history of skin lighteners in south africa and beyond analyzing a wide range of archival
popular culture and oral history sources thomas traces the changing meanings of skin color from precolonial times to the
postcolonial present from indigenous skin brightening practices and the rapid spread of lighteners in south african consumer culture
during the 1940s and 1950s to the growth of a billion dollar global lightener industry thomas shows how the use of skin lighteners
and experiences of skin color have been shaped by slavery colonialism and segregation as well as by consumer capitalism visual media
notions of beauty and protest politics in teasing out lighteners layered history thomas theorizes skin as a site for antiracist struggle
and lighteners as a technology of visibility that both challenges and entrenches racial and gender hierarchies

South Africa's Magnifying Glass

1998

this book addresses the issue of language contact in the context of child language acquisition elizabeth lanza examines in detail the
simultaneous acquisition of norwegian and english by two first born children in families living in norway in which the mother is american
and the father norwegian she connects psycholinguistic arguments with sociolinguistic evidence adding a much needed dimension of real
language use in context to the psycholinguistic studies which have dominated the field she draws upon evidence from other studies to
support her claims concerning language dominance and the child s differentiation between the two languages in relation to the situation
interlocutor and the communicative demands of the context she also addresses the question of whether or not the language mixing of
infant bilingualism is conceptually different from the codeswitching of older bilinguals thus helping to bridge the gap between these two
fields of study

Periodicals in South African Libraries

1973
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Women and Gender in Southern Africa to 1945

1990

On Understanding Grammar

2014-05-10

Report, International Workshop on Women's Access, Control, and Tenure of Land,
Property, and Settlement

1995

Women in Natural Resources

1982

Speaking Subjects in Multilingualism Research

2022-07-22

Resources in Education

1997-04

Books in National Development

1976

African Literatures as World Literature

2022-11-03

Beneath the Surface

2020-01-10

Thomas Mofolo and the Emergence of Written Sesotho Prose

1989

Current Approaches to African Linguistics. Vol 7

2013-08-26

Dictionary Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York Public Library, 1911-1971

1979

Books for Africa

1955
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Linguistics and Language Behavior Abstracts

2007-02

Language Mixing in Infant Bilingualism

2004

Essays & Literary Criticism

2008
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